
RÉCOM PEN SES  

R AT I N G S  



JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (February 2022) 

 

Millésime 2020 

«Some bright citrus, tangerine, spice, and distinct 
minerality emerge from the 2020 Condrieu J. Denuzière, 
a vibrant, still tight, inward Condrieu that's going to 
benefit from a year in bottle. I like its purity as well as its 
length, and it's clearly an outstanding Condrieu .» 

91 pts 

JAMES SUCKLING 
(May 2023) 

 

Millésime 2021 

« This is what you should look for in the appellation. A 
precise, well-balanced and vertical Condrieu with notes 
of  peaches, melon, white flowers and bay leaves.  
Medium body with ample volume on the palate and 
bright acidity. Good tension and balance with a flavorful, 
mineral finish. Drink or hold. » 

93 pts 



JANCIS ROBINSON 
Richard Hemming (November 2019) 

 

Millésime 2018 

« Juicy, smoky palate with toasty notes on the length. » 

15/20 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (December 2019) 

 
«The 2018 Condrieu J,Denuziere looks to be an 
outstanding wine. Terrific notes of  honeyed peach, 
pineapple and brioche. Solid depth and density on the 
palate. » 

89-91 pts 

THE WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee Iijima (March 2021) 

 

93 pts 

« The nose of  this wine is subtle and earthen, taking 
more time to open than its ebulliently perfumed, 
showstopper peers in Condrieu. But with time and 
aeration, it reveals glimpses of  apricot and orange 
mousse, along with a breath of  white flowers. Full 
bodied yet freshly balanced, it highlights primary peach 
and yellow-cherry flavors kissed by toast and vanilla. It's 
ready to drink now and best enjoyed through 2026 .» 
 

JANCIS ROBINSON 
Alistair Cooper (November 2020) 

 

Millésime 2019 

“Heady peachy nose. Weighty palate with good fruit and 
moderate acidity – ripe and full in style with an opulent 
finish”. 

15,5/20 



Millésime 2017 

THE WINE ADVOCATE 
Joe Czerwinski (December 2018) 

 
« White pepper, ginger and citrus notes mark the nose. 
While it’s plump on the palate with melon and apricot 
flavor and long, spice-driven finish. » 

92 pts 

THE WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee Iijima (January 2020) 

 
« Bold yellow apple and pear on the nose of  this wine are 
accented by hints of  sweet spice, earth and stone. It's a 
rounded, silky wine edged by honey and marmalade but 
fresh on its feet too. This vibrant Condrieu is 
approachable now » 

92 pts 



WINE SPECTATOR 
(November 2018) 

 

Millésime 2015 

94 pts 

JOHN LIVINGSTONE-

LEARMONTH 
(October 2016) 

 « Mango juice, guava greet the drinker here on the nose, 
a tropical bounty, with a glistening air of  ripeness. The 
palate sits comfortably on smoothy delivered white fruits, 
peach notably, with a note of  cooked lime, some late 
tang. » 

Millésime 2014 

VINOUS 
Josh Raynolds (March 2016) 

 
« Ripe pear, nectarine and melon on the deeply 
perfumed nose. Juicy and expansive on the palate, 
offering fresh honeydew and pit fruit flavors braced by a 
suggestion of  bitter lemon pith. A subtle mineral nuance 
comes in slowly and adds vivacity and zesty cut ».   

91 pts 

Millésime 2016 

WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee (January 2019) 

 
« Creamy swirls of  vanilla-orange ice cream and 
honeydew melon dominate this unctuous but pertly 
balanced Viognier. The finish is long and tangerine 
scented. » 

93 pts 



Millésime 2020 

LA REVUE DU VIN DE 

FRANCE 
(Avril 2023) 

91 pts 

« Le fruit apparaît très mûr au nez, presque décadent. 
La bouche confirme cette maturité mais ne bascule pas 
vers des notes confites. L'équilibre reste vif  et la finale 
s'étire bien.» 



Millésime 2019 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (November 2020) 

 

90-92 pts 

« The 2019 Hermitage J.Denuzière should be an 
outstanding wine. Lots of  black raspberry and cassis 
fruits as well as spice and exotic flower notes emerge 
from the glass. It has an elegant style on the palate with a 
bright acidity ». 

JANCIS ROBINSON 
Alistair Cooper (November 2020) 

 

16,5/20 

« Intense black fruit, white-pepper and pencil-shavings 
nose with fresh fig underneath. A surprising amount of  
zesty lively acidity for such a blockbuster powerful 
vintage. Cool blue fruits and finely grained tannins with 
a moderate finish ». 



JANCIS ROBINSON 
Richard Hemming (November 2019) 

 

Millésime 2018 

17+/20 

« Sweetly oaked nose gives toast, smoke and charcoal 
alongside dense black fruit and full-on. Thick and 
heavy.» 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (December 2019) 

 

93+ pts 

« The 2018 Hermitage reveals a deep purple color , has 
smoking good concentration, a rounded expansive texture 
and a great finish. It’s still an infant and needs 4-5 years 
of  bottle age, but it should see its 20th birthday in fine 
form ». 

THE WINE ADVOCATE  
Joe Czerwinski (December 2019) 

 

90-92 pts 

« The 2018 Hermitage features modest berry and mint 
aromas, then explodes into plush layers of  creamy mixed 
berries on the full-bodied palate.» 

THE WINE ENTHUSIAST  
Anna Lee Iijima (March 2021) 

 

94 pts 

« The nose of  this wine is subtle and earthen, taking 
more time to open than its ebulliently perfumed, 
showstopper peers in Condrieu. But with time and 
aeration, it reveals glimpses of  apricot and orange 
mousse, along with a breath of  white flowers. Full 
bodied yet freshly balanced, it highlights primary peach 
and yellow-cherry flavors kissed by toast and vanilla. It's 
ready to drink now and best enjoyed through 2026.» 



Millésime 2017 

THE WINE ADVOCATE 
Joe Czerwinski (October 2018) 

 
« The 2017 Hermitage is a pretty, red-fruited rendering 
of  the appellation. Redcurrants and cherries pick up just 
hints of  crushed stone and cassis in this full-bodied 
wine. It’s delicious. » 

91-93 pts 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (December 2019) 

 
« The 2017 Hermitage comes from a mix of  lieux-dits 
on Hermitage Hill. It offers a ruby/purple color as well 
as spice-laced notes of  red and black currants flowery 
incense. Complex, medium to full-bodied and nicely 
balanced. » 

93 pts 

WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee (January 2021) 

 

93 pts 

« Blackberry and blueberry flavors are zesty and spry, 
accented by hints of  peppery spice and bramble. 
Matured 18 months en barrique (30% new oak), it's a 
weighty, expansive Syrah but restrained and intently 
mineral. Though quiet in its youth, it should gain depth 
and power from 2030 and drink well for years beyond » 



WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee (January 2019) 

 

Millésime 2016 

93 pts 

« It’s forward in fruit but accented by faint whiffs hints 
of  leather and earth too. Luscious fruit and easy 
tannins. » 

Millésime 2015 

WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee (January 2019) 

 
« The nose of  this wine is opens to reveal intensely ripe, 
almost preserved notes of  black plum and chewy. It’s a 
richer, more fruit-forward style of  Hermitage than what’s 
typical. »  

93 pts 

DECANTER 
Matt Walls (October 2017) 

 
« Bright florals and densely packed fruit. Rostead 
element works well with the fruit and shows potential. » 

91 pts 

THE WINE ADVOCATE 
Joe Czerwinski (December 2017) 

 
« Lovely aromas of  cedar, baking spices and cherries 
appear  on the nose of  the 2015 Hermitage. This is a 
full-bodied wine with rich tannins, a creamy-supple 
texture and a long finish. » 

93 pts 



TIM ATKIN  
Matt Walls (2016) 

 

Millésime 2015 

92 pts 

« An elegant and pure style with toasty grilled bread and 
roasted spices on the nose and palate. There is a good 
concentration and a long silky finish. Elegant wine. » 

THE WINE ADVOCATE 
Jeb Dunnuck (December 2017) 

 
« Blackcurrants, raspberries, asphalt and roasted herbs 
define the 2015 Hermitage. Rich, full-bodied and ripe, 
with good tannin quality. » 

90-92 pts 

JOHN LIVINGSTONE-

LEARMONTH 
(October 2016) 

 
« The nose is full, sturdy, has a brothy air of  black berry, 
ripe fruits with a note of  damp earth. The palate is 
grounded, holds chunky matter. » 

Millésime 2014 

THE WINE ADVOCATE 
Jeb Dunnuck (December 2016) 

 
« Classic, straight, firm style and beautifully 
concentrated. Notes of  graphite, powdered rock, licorice 
and loads of  black and blue fruits. » 

92 pts 



VINOUS  
Josh Raynolds (March 2016) 

 

Millésime 2014 

90-91 pts 

« Brilliant purple. Perfumed aromas of  blackberry, 
boysenberry, violet and smoky minerals. Seamless and 
gently sweet in the mouth, offering energetic dark berry 
and cherry cola flavors. Gains richness and spiciness with 
air. » 



Millésime 2020 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (February 2022) 

 

91-93 pts 

“Another impressive 2020 Côte Rôtie, the 2020 Côte 
Rôtie J. Denuzière reveals a dense purple color as well as 
ripe, pure red and blue fruits that give way to more spice, 
cured meats, sandalwood, and integrated oak with time 
in the glass. Medium to full-bodied, it's nicely 
concentrated, has ripe tannins, and is just a classy, 
balanced wine that's going to offer plenty of  pleasure 
over the coming 15 years or so”. 



Millésime 2019 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (November 2020) 

 

90-92 pts 

« The 2019 Côte-Rôtie J.Denuzière offers classic Côte-
Rôtie elegance in its red and black fruits, cedary spice, 
and flowery incense aromas and flavors. It should come 
together nicely in bottle. » 

JANCIS ROBINSON 
Alistair Cooper (November 2020) 

 

17+/20 

« Cedar oak spice and violets with cloves on the nose. 
Vibrant palate with fine tannins and cedar spice notable 
– fantastic freshness and vibrancy, already quite 
approachable and the oak is evident but integrated ». 

Millésime 2018 

THE WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee Iijima (March 2021) 

 

95 pts 
Editor’s Choice 

« Vibrant, perfumed Syrah. Matured for 15 to 28 
months in large-format casks, it offers a rich core of  
raspberry-coulis and red-currant flavors struck by crisp 
acidity and very fine, mouthcoating tannins. The finish 
lingers on a subtle kiss of  smoke and cedar. While 
approachable now, it should gain nuance through 2030 
and hold further.». 



LA REVUE DU VIN DE  

FRANCE  
(Juin 2019) 

 

Millésime 2018 

15,5/20 

« Le nez se veut léger, aérien et frais, faisant oublier 
l’impact solaire du millésime. La bouche est fine avec une 
agréable fluidité et des tanins poudrés. » 

JANCIS ROBINSON  
Richard Hemming (November 2019) 

 

16,5/20 

« Prominent oak spice on the nose gives vanilla and clove 
flavours. It keeps the fruit tightly under wraps. » 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (November 2020) 

 

91 pts 

« Côte-Rôtie 2018 J.Denuzière has integrated its élevage 
and come together  nicely, offering lots of  spicy red and 
black fruits, cured meats, dried flowers and incence. 
Enjoy over the following decade or so », 

THE WINE ADVOCATE  
Joe Czerwinski (December 2019) 

 

90-92 pts 

« Denuziere's 2018 Cote Rotie delivers plenty of  finesse 
and elegance. It's cedary but balances out the oak with 
attractive floral notes, hints of  black tea and ripe 
raspberries.» 



JEB DUNNUCK  
Jeb Dunnuck (December 2019) 

 

Millésime 2017 

92 pts 

« The 2017 Côte-Rôtie showed well with a more 
modern style that still carries plenty of  Côte-Rôtie 
character. Plenty of  red and black fruits, chocolate, spice 
and flowers incense. Good purity of  fruit and terrific 
overall balance. » 

THE WINE ADVOCATE  
Joe Czerwinski (October 2018) 

 

89-92 pts 

« Dark fruited, the 2017 Côte-Rôtie is concentrated and 
richly tannic. Loaded with plum and blackberry fruit 
accented by clove and allspice, it’s intense and savory on 
the finish. » 

LA REVUE DU VIN DE 

FRANCE  
(Juin 2018) 

 

17/20 

JOHN LIVINGSTONE-

LEARMONTH  
(December 2018) 

 « Very dark robe, varnish, red meat, blueberry fruit 
feature in a closed, sturdy nose, aspects of  vegetal in it. 
It’s wide across the glass. » 

THE WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee Iijima (January 2020) 

 

96 pts 

« Medium bodied in style, it's fresh and fruity in its 
youth but nuanced by earthen tones of  bramble, anise 
and crushed granite. A perfumed beauty with fine, 
smooth tannins, it drinks beautifully already but is 
concentrated enough to improve through 2030. » 



WINE ENTHUSIAST  
(April 2019) 

 

Millésime 2016 

93 pts 

« Opulent notes of  roasted plum and black cherry, 
smoke and violet perfume the nose of  this wine. The 
palate is silky, concentrated in black-fruit flavors. Fresh 
fruit and smooth tannins.  » 

JOHN LIVINGSTONE-

LEARMONTH  
(November 2017) 

 
« The nose runs broadly on sun-filed black fruits. It goes 
nicely long with its fruit moving into detail, cassis style 
little berries, as it ends. Good promise here. » 

SAKURA WOMEN’S WINE AWARDS 
(2017) 

 Silver Medal 



WINE ENTHUSIAST  
(April 2019) 

 

Millésime 2015 

95 pts 

« This profoundly perfumed Syrah offers heady notes of  
dried sage, thyme and arid earth against a blackdrop of  
succulent baked plum. Densely concentrated black-fruit 
flavors seem edged by spicy notes of  chocolate and 
cinnamon. » 

WINE SPECTATOR 
(November 2018) 

 

SAKURA WOMEN’S WINE AWARDS 
(2017) 

 Gold Medal 

95 pts 

DECANTER  
Gearoid Devaney – Simon Fields – Matt 
Walls (October 2017) 

 

90 pts 

« A big beast of  monumental structure displaying clove, 
cola and lovely intensity of  fruit. The oak is present 
through intense spices which gives great authority on the 
finish. » 



Millésime 2015 

GUIDE HACHETTE DES VINS  
(2018) 

 

« Ce 2015 dévoile un nez bien ouvert sur des fruits noirs 
et du cumin. En bouche, il apparaît ample, chaleureux, 
charnu et long, épaulé par de beaux tanins veloutés. » 

JOHN LIVINGSTONE-

LEARMONTH  
(November 2017) 

 
« The nose is inky, pulpy, squid-like, freely laced with 
oak produces  a mix of  violets, bluebells, cutting-black 
cherry fruit. It’s a full polished start. The palate runs 
with stylish. » 

Millésime 2014 

WINE ENTHUSIAST  
Anna Lee (January 2019) 

 
« Dried garrigue, smoky granite and bramble lend an 
earthen tone to ripe but restrained black plum and cassis 
in this medium-bodied Syrah. » 

94 pts 



Millésime 2014 

VINOUS  
Josh Raynolds (March 2016) 

 
« A sexy, higly perfumed bouquet evokes dark berry 
liqueur, incense and fresh violet. Smoke and spice notes 
build in the glass. » 

90-91 pts 

THE WINE ADVOCATE 
Jeb Dunnuck (December 2016) 

 
« Deep, rich and surprisingly concentrated for a 2014, 
with gorgeous blackberry, plum, charred meats and 
crushed rock aromas and flavors. I suspect will drink well 
for 10-12 years. » 

93 pts 

THE WINE ADVOCATE 
Jeb Dunnuck (December 2015) 

 
« Looks to be outstanding. It has solid density and 
depth. One of  the more impressive barrel samples I was 
able to taste in 2014. This was my first exposure to the 
wines from this estate and I came away impressed. » 

90-92+ pts 



Millésime 2019 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (November 2020) 

 
« Lots of  spice, dry-aged meats, leather and smoky red 
and black fruits emerge from the 2019 Cornas 
J.Denuzière. It has some chocolatey background oak, ripe 
tannins and a fleshy, rich and expansive mouthfeel.» 

91-93 pts 

JANCIS ROBINSON 
Alistair Cooper (November 2020) 

 

16/20 

« Very ripe dark fruits, blackcurrant, liquorice. A 
rounded palate that is supported by really vibrant acidity, 
finely tuned tannins and surrounded by sweet and ripe 
black fruits. More in the fruit-led, easy-drinking rather 
than savoury style ». 

Millésime 2020 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (February 2022) 

 
« The 2020 Cornas J. Denuzière gives up a classic 
Cornas nose of  scorched earth, leather, pepper, and 
camphor, followed by red and blue fruits that blossom 
with time in the glass. Medium to full-bodied, it's ripe, 
has polished tannins, no hard edges, and a great finish. 
It's unquestionably an outstanding Cornas in the 
making”. 

91-93+ pts 



Millésime 2018 

LA REVUE DU VIN DE 

FRANCE  
(Juin 2019) 

 « Nez magnifique suggérant le poivre blanc, une 
végétalité et les fruits noirs sauvages. La bouche est 
élégante dans un style bourguignon, avec une fraîcheur 
tendue. » 

16-17/20 

JANCIS ROBINSON 
Richard Hemming (November 2019) 

 
« Beautifully peppery nose with streaks of  stemmy aroma 
and a lovely bloody ferrous note too. Sophisticated fruit, 
stemmy finish with a burst of  acidic refreshment 
enlivening the finish. » 

17,5/20 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (November 2020) 

 
« I loved the 2018 Cornas J.Denuzière. This complex, 
layered Cornas gives up a medium ruby hue as well as lots 
of  spiced red and black fruits, peppery herbs; new saddle 
leather, acacia flowers and dried herbs. Nicely balanced 
on the palate. Beautiful 2018.» 

92 pts 

THE WINE ADVOCATE 
Joe Czerwinski (December 2019) 

 « A solid effort, Denuziere's 2018 Cornas does a nice 
job capturing the essence of  Cornas without tipping over 
into overripe fruit. It's peppery and spicy up front, with a 
savory-herbal edge to the blackberry flavors.  

91-93 pts 



Millésime 2018 

THE WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee Iijima (March 2021) 

 
« Firm strikes of  ore and scorched bramble lend 
complexity to piercing blueberry and blackberry flavors 
in this wine. It's a svelte medium-bodied Syrah yet plush 
and satiny on the palate. Pure in fruit, it finishes on a 
lingering white peppercorn note and fine-grained, 
upright tannins. Delicious young the wine should 
improve for at least a decade and hold longer still.» 

94 pts 



Millésime 2017 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (December 2019) 

 
« Terrific with pretty slightly lifted bouquet of  spice box, 
violets, new leather and sweet red and blue fruits. It’s 
medium to full-bodied, has solid balance and fine 
tannins and a kiss of  minerality on the finish. » 

91 pts 

SYRAH DU MONDE 
(2019) 

 

Médaille d’argent 

THE WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee Iijima (January 2020) 

 « Lavish and full bodied, this intensely ripe but 
structured Syrah offers dense, concentrated flavors of  
plum compote and mulberry. A powerful wine framed 
by ripe, penetrating tannins, it's a robust 
accompaniment now to heartier meals. » 

94 pts 

PAOLO BASSO 
Sommeliers International (Octobre 2020) 

 « Un très beau nez aux arômes de baies avec une belle 
maturité (myrtilles, mûres, groseilles). La bouche est 
savoureuse et soutenue par une belle acidité et des tanins 
présents. La finale est intense. » 



Millésime 2015 

WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee (January 2019) 

 « Whiffs of  blackcurrant candy and violet abound on 
this gorgeously perfumed Syrah. Rich blackcherry flavor. 
Silken tannins extend a long finish. » 

96 pts 

WINE SPECTATOR 
(November 2018) 

 

93 pts 

DECANTER 
Gearoid Devaney, Simon Field, Matt 
Walls (October 2017) 

 « Playful and young, this Cornas is showing herbal 
blackcurrants and fresh cherries alonside a slight reduced 
note. Classic grainy savoury tannins give that beguiling 
wild fruit grip. » 

91 pts 

Millésime 2016 

WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee (Avril 2019) 

 
« Ripe, robust blackberry and plum are adged by hints of  
candied violets, garrigue and tobacco box in this 
powerfully concentrated Syrah. It’s ample and velveteen 
on the palate. » 

96 pts 

JOHN LIVINGSTONE-

LEARMONTH 
(November 2019) 

 « The nose has a smoky pine, varnish air above its 
collection of  black berry fruits. It is direct as it stands, a 
clean-cut Cornas. » 



Millésime 2015 

JOHN LIVINGSTONE-

LEARMONTH 
(October 2016) 

 « It’s long and decisive Cornas. The nose has a broad 
filled aroma of  black berry fruit, extends into prune 
ripeness. The palate has a dark red berry take. » 

WINE ADVOCATE 
Jeb Dunnuck (December 2016) 

 « What should be a solid value, the 2015 Cornas sports 
a deep, saturated purple color and terrific aromatics. Sexy 
and layered texture with full-bodied richness. » 

90-93 pts 



Millésime 2020 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (February 2022) 

 
« I loved the nose on the 2020 Saint Joseph J. Denuzière, 
which has a Côte Rôtie-like perfume of  black 
raspberries, exotic spice, dried flowers, and bacon fat. 
Hitting the palate with medium to full-bodied richness, 
it has ripe, yet building tannins, good overall balance, and 
a great finish. It's going to benefit from a few years of  
bottle age but should have 10-15 years of  overall 
longevity.» 

91-93 pts 

Millésime 2019 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (November 2020) 

 « Rocking notes of  cassis, ground pepper, barbecue 
smoke and background oak. Medium-bodied textured 
with sweet tannins, It’s certainly an outstanding wine well 
worth seeking out.» 

91-93 pts 

Millésime 2021 

JAMES SUCKLING 
James Suckling (May 2023) 

 « Lots of  blueberry fruit and a robust structure enable 
this syrah to make a bold statement, but these two sides 
of  the  wine are both quite assertive. In particular, the 
firm tannins will needs some time to resolve. Bold, 
emphatically dry finish. Drinkable now, but best from 
2025. » 

90 pts 



Millésime 2018 

JANCIS ROBINSON 
Richard Hemming (November 2019) 

« Traditional and rustic with grainy tannins and some 
polish aromas that suggest acetic influence. » 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (November 2020) 

 « This pretty, peppery, complex Saint Joseph has 
wonderful purity of  fruit, ripe tannins and a great finish. 
It is a pure, seamless 2018 with loads to love. » 

92 pts 

 16,5/20 

VINUM 
Barbara Schroeder (Octobre 2020) 

 « Nez complexe, herbacé, fruité-épicé aussi; prélude 
velouté, rond en bouche, tanins corsés et mûrs, finale 
longue, fruitée-épicée; vin bien équilibré. » 

16/20 

PAOLO BASSO 
Sommeliers International (Octobre 2020) 

« Un nez au caractère solaire avec des arômes de prunes, 
de mûres sauvages et de poivre noir. Une bouche 
savoureuse avec une structure solide qui garde de 
l’élégance. Une finale souple qui donne beaucoup de 
satisfaction au palais. »» 



Millésime 2017 

THE WINE ADVOCATE 
Joe Czerwinski (December 2018) 

 « The 2017 Saint Joseph combines attractive notes of  
baking, cracked pepper, black olive and black cherries. 
Medium to full-bodied, it’s soft and velvety on the 
palate, finishing fresh and long. » 

90-92 pts 

THE WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee Iijima (March 2021) 

 « This stony, deeply mineral Syrah balances crisp cassis 
and black-cherry flavors against a deeply earthen core. It's 
opulent in texture but stately, uplifted by tangs of  salt, 
iron and granite. The finish is framed by soft, easing 
tannins making it approachable young but it should 
drink at peak through 2026. » 
 

92 pts 

Millésime 2018 



Millésime 2015 

THE WINE ADVOCATE 
Jeb Dunnuck (December 2016) 

« This beauty is medium to full-bodied, rich, layered and 
beautifully textured. It has a wealth of  fruit and no 
shortage of  tannins. » 

THE WINE ADVOCATE 
Joe Czerwinski (December 2017) 

 « The 2015 Saint Joseph was in top forme during this 
blind tasting. There is a lovely mix of  cherries and 
blueberries on the nose. Creamy-supple mouthfeel and 
delicate tea-like notes. » 

92 pts 

 90-92 pts 

JOHN LIVINGSTONE-

LEARMONTH 
(October 2016) 

 
« Blackberry, blueberry and oak feature on the nose, the 
fruit having a crisp style, a lithe punch about it. The 
palate gives an inky content with a fresh, minted run of  
cool black fruit, a good granite sense of  place. » 



Millésime 2020 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (February 2022) 

 “Honeyed pineapple, sappy herbs, and chamomile-like 
nuances all emerge from the 2020 Saint Joseph Blanc, a 
juicy, medium to full-bodied, nicely balanced white with 
lots to love. It has solid richness yet still stays fresh and 
lively on the palate”. 

90 pts 

Millésime 2021 

JAMES  SUCKLING 
James Suckling (May 2023) 

 “A very saline and delicate St.-Joseph with stone fruits, 
some cooked lemons and fresh flowers. Medium body 
with a succulent and elegant character. Some crunchy 
fruit yet it has a minerality that dominates on the palate  
and into the precise finish. Drink or hold.” 

92 pts 



Millésime 2019 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (November 2020) 

 « The 2019 Saint Joseph J.Denuzière Blanc is cut from 
the same mold, yet has a touch more honeyed notes of  
peach, lemon and pineapple, with a beautiful sense of  
minerality and a subtle reductive character on the palate. 
An elegant Saint Joseph Blanc. » 

93 pts 

Millésime 2018 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (November 2020) 

 « The 2018 Saint Joseph J.Denuzière Blanc is a more 
focused, elegant wine, offering lots of  buttered lemon, 
crushed rock and white flower-like aromas and flavors. 
Nicely concentrated, with solid purity, good acidity and 
outstanding lenght, I like it today yet it should evolve for 
7-8 years. » 

91 pts 

THE WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee Iijima (March 2021) 

 « Delicate notes of  wild thyme and sage lend smokiness 
to supple grapefruit and white peach in this varietal 
Marsanne. While medium bodied and freshly balanced, 
it's a satiny wine that finishes on a lingering herbal spray. 
Ready now, the wine should drink at peak through 
2030» 

92 pts 



Millésime 2020 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (February 2022) 

 « The 2020 Crozes-Hermitage J. Denuzière is incredibly 
floral and perfumed, with both red and blue fruits as well 
as spice, sappy herb, and peppery nuances. Medium-
bodied on the palate, it has nicely integrated acidity and 
a juicy, balanced, elegant style, which is very much in the 
profile of  the vintage » 

90-92 pts 

Millésime 2019 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (November 2020) 

 « I also loved the 2019 Crozes Hermitage J.Denuzière. 
It’s a lively, elegant red offering plenty of  red and blue 
fruits, notes of  pepper and sappy flowers, medium-
bodied richness. » 

90-92 pts 



Millésime 2018 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (November 2020) 

 « The 2018 Crozes Hermitage J.Denuzière has a classic 
medium-bodied, ripe, meaty style just screams of  the 
Northern Rhône. It’s a peppery, exotic, solid effort to 
enjoy over the coming 7-8 years. » 

90 pts 

Millésime 2017 

SYRAH DU MONDE 
(2019) 

 
Médaille d’argent  

Millésime 2015 

WINE SPECTATOR 
(November 2018) 

 

91 pts 

THE WINE ADVOCATE 
Joe Czerwinski (December 2017) 

 « The full-bodied 2015 offers almost Cornes-like notes 
of  crushed stones, red plums and espresso. Richly 
concentrated yet supple, the savory elements linger on th 
finish.» 

92 pts 

PAOLO BASSO 
Sommeliers International (Octobre 2020) 

 « Arômes de prunes, cerises noires, mûres et poivre noir. 
Une belle structure fluide et élancée en bouche et des 
tanins souples pour un vin qui séduit par sa persistance. » 



Millésime 2019 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (November 2020) 

 

92 pts 

« The 2019 Crozes Hermitage J.Denuzière is also 
terrific, with notes of  buttered pineapple, white flowers, 
citrus and a touch of  salty minerality. An elegant wine 
with terrific balance. Ideal for drinking over the coming 
4-5 years. » 

Millésime 2018 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (November 2020) 

 

91 pts 

« Impressive amounts of  buttered apples, peach and 
quince emerge from this Crozes Hermitage Blanc. A rich, 
medium to full-bodied, beautifully textured white. It’s 
going to evolve nicely for 4-5 years. » 

THE WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee Iijima (March 2021) 

 

90 pts 

« Tropical notes of  pineapple and mango are accented by 
lashes of  cashew and crushed granite in this dry, satiny 
blend of  Marsanne and Roussanne. It's an ample, juicy 
wine packed with youthful, sun-kissed fruit but balanced 
neatly by soft tangerine acidity and a delicate grip of  tea 
tannins on the finish. At peak now–2024. » 



Millésime 2021 

BETTANE +DESSEAUVE 
Prix Plaisir 2023 

 

OR 

« Un vin agréable avec du volume, une belle longueur, et 
une finale complexe et intense qui témoigne de son 
potentiel de garde. » 
 
« An agreeable wine with volume, a beautiful length, and 
a complex and intense final, proof  of  its ageing 
potential » 

Millésime 2018 

ANDREAS LARSSON 
Andreas Larsson (2020) 

 

90 pts 

« Pure bright purple colour. Pure nose, floral with violet, 
dark berries, cassis and mild spices. The palate has 
medium weight, fine polish and freshness, unctuous fruit 
purity and good length, lovely drinkability and 
freshness.» 



Millésime 2020 

JEB DUNNUCK 
Jeb Dunnuck (February 2022) 

 

90 pts 

« Lots of  crushed rock, white flowers, and honeyed 
citrus notes emerge from the 2020 Saint-Péray J. 
Denuzière, a medium-bodied, vibrant, fresh white that 
still brings good depth of  fruit and texture. The blend is 
60% Marsanne and 40% Roussanne, brought up all in 
tank.» 

Millésime 2018 

THE WINE ENTHUSIAST 
Anna Lee Iijima (March 2021) 

 

90 pts 

« Crisp yellow plum and grapefruit flavors are anchored 
by a smoky, earthen undertow in this moderately full-
bodied blend of  Marsanne and Rousssanne. Matured 12 
months in stainless steel, it's a pure-fruited, thirst-
quenching dry white with broad appeal. At peak now–
2025. » 




